A computational investigation of thermodynamics, structure, dynamics and solvation behavior in modified water models.
We investigate the properties of geometrically modified water models by performing molecular dynamics simulations of perturbations of the extended simple point charge (SPC/E) model of water over a wide range of temperatures at 1 bar. The geometric modification consists of altering the H-O-H angle in SPC/E. The dipole moment is held constant by altering the O-H bond length, while the electrostatic charges are left unchanged. We find that a H-O-H angle of at least 100 degrees is necessary for the appearance of density anomalies and of solubility extrema with respect to temperature for small apolar solutes. We observe the occurrence of two incompatible types of structural order in these models: Tetrahedral, with waterlike translational order for bent models with H-O-H angles in excess of 100 degrees ; and linear, with Lennard-Jones-like orientationally averaged translational order for smaller H-O-H angles. Increasing the H-O-H angle causes the density to increase, while at the same time shifting waterlike anomalies to progressively higher temperatures. For bent models with H-O-H angle greater than SPC/E's, we observe arrest of translational motion at 300 K (115 degrees) and 330 K (120 degrees).